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1. Fold pipe cleaner in half and thread through split 
ring. Put on 1A on left half; 2A on right half.

2. Pull up one bead on each half to the top to start 
the HEAD. Insert left half into the second bead on 
the right half. Push up tight to the ring.

3. Put on 1B on each half for EYES.

Materials: 

1 12" pipe cleaner

1 split ring/clasp


Crow beads: 
5 - HEAD (A)

2 - EYE (B )

1 - NECK (C)

6 - BODY (D)

4. Loosen the center bead so you 
can easily slide each pipe cleaner 
half top to bottom to create a loop 
with the EYE bead, as shown in top 
orange photo. Pull them tight to set 
the EYES.

The Fuzzy Snake was 
created for teaching a 
workshops at the 
Dzherelo Rehabilitation 
Center. It was a 
success because you 
could call out:  

"Create the head. Set 
the eyes. Add the chin. 
Add a neck. Now do 
the ladder stitch for 
the body. Twist the 
pipe cleaner ends into 
a tail. 

                      Maria
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5. Put on 1A on each pipe cleaner. Push up 
for CHIN.

6. Put on 1C on both ends for NECK. Push up 
to make a firm HEAD.

7. To create the BODY use the ladder 
stitch: Put on 1D on one pipe cleaner. Push 
the other end through the same horizontal 
laying bead. Pull both ends evenly to lock the 
first bead of BODY in place.


8. Repeat 5 more times for a 
total of 6 beads in the BODY.


9. Twist the pipe cleaner ends 
to finish off the Fuzzy Snake, 
as shown. 
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